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SYNTHÈSE:

La prévision du comportement d'une structure nécessite sa modélisation,
modélisation pour laquelle on utilise fréquemment des modèles aux éléments finis. Il
arrive, malheureusement, que le modèle ne représente pas aussi finement qu'on le
souhaiterait le comportement de la structure, c'est-à-dire que les données extraites des
mesures réalisées sur la structure sont différentes de celles que prédit le modèle. On a
alors recours à des techniques de recalage qui permettent d'ajuster le modèle. Le
recalage de modèles conservatifs est maintenant couramment utilisé, mais il en est tout
autrement du recalage des modèles dissipatifs, bien que les erreurs de modélisation
soient très souvent importantes lorsqu'il s'agit de phénomènes dissipatifs.

Nous présentons, dans cette note, deux méthodes de recalage de modèles
dissipatifs utilisant les vecteurs et les valeurs propres comme informations
comportementales de la structure.

La première méthode - la méthode d'erreur sur les sorties modales - compare
directement les valeurs et vecteurs propres de la structure à ceux du modèle alors que
la seconde - la méthode d'erreur en loi de comportement - fait intervenir une erreur de
nature énergétique construite à partir de l'équation d'équilibre. La fonction d'erreur est
dans les deux cas minimisée à l'aide d'un algorithme du type gradient conjugué dans
lequel le gradient est calculé de manière exacte.

Ces deux méthodes ont des comportements différents, comportements que l'on
met en évidence en recalant une structure réelle, constituée d'un tube relié à un bâti par
l'intermédiaire de 8 éléments de suspension. Ce recalage permet de valider une
stratégie de recalage consistant à réaliser un premier recalage du modèle à l'aide de la
méthode d'erreur en loi de comportement - méthode très rapide mais difficile à piloter
- puis de poursuivre le recalage de ce modèle à l'aide de la méthode d'erreur sur les
sorties modales - méthode moins rapide que la précédente mais très précise et facile à
porter. On indique d'autre part les problèmes rencontrés tout au long du recalage et les
solutions que nous avons adoptées pour les résoudre.
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Evaluation of two updating methods for
dissipative models on a real structure
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France

D. Aubry, P. Fraysse
Ecole Centrale de Paris, Chatenay Malabry, France

1. INTRODUCTION
Energy dissipation is undoubtedly one of the most difficult phenomenon to

handle in the field of structural dynamics. It is the reason why damping is so often
neglected by engineers in their models of structures. However, in some case, non
conservative models may be necessary to characterize industrial equipments. The need to
update such non conservative models seems to be a recent one and the scientific litterature
in this domain is therefore limited but rapidly growing. It can be noted that for most of the
research teams involved with the updating of non conservative finite element models, the
choice of frequency response based methods was apparently the most obvious (ref. 6, 7, 8
& 9). However, in some cases, the tested structure demonstrates a genuine modal behaviour,
particularly when the damping can be assumed to be viscous and an updating method based
on modal data avoids the always difficult choice of the set of frequencies or frequency
bands used to evaluate the error function.

In this paper, two updating methods for dissipative models based on modal data
are described and evaluated on an experimental basis consisting in a pipe mounted on 8
viscous-spring suspensions. The first method is an output error method. The gradient of the
error function is calculated without approximation by an adjoint state technique. The
second method is based on the minimisation of an error in constitutive law criterion.



2. Notations — background
Notations used in the paper are as follows:

M , C , K symmetrical mass, damping and stiffness matrices from the model

X , <(> n t n eigen value, n t n eigen vector

k , m , c i1*1 stiffness parameter, i*h mass parameter, i*h damping parameter
subscript a, data relative to the model,
subscript x data relative to the experimental structure
nm_a, nm_x number of available model modes, number of available experimental modes
ndof number of degrees of freedom in the model
np number of structural parameters to be updated
n<f> projection of the tfi1 model eigen vector onto the measured dofs

T conjugate of v
v' derivative of v
V1 transposition of V

*V transposition and conjugate of V
Re(v) real part of v
Im(v) imaginary part of v

The eigen values equation of a viscous non conservative model is:

{i
2 M +>. C + K U = 0 (1)
an a an a a)^an

This equation can be rewritten in the state space:

which gives finally 2ndof complex eigen values and eigen vectors. Similarly to real
eigenvectors one can write orthogonality like relations:

<p A <p = a <p A cp = 0 if n * m
an a an an

 an a am

(3)

cpj B (pfl -bQ <pfl
l Ba <pa = 0 if n * m

3. Outputs residual error method

3.1. Error function
This method consists in defining the most "natural" error function based on the

outputs from the model (i.e. eigen frequencies and eigenvectors) that is the differences
between model and experimental eigenvectors and the differences between model and
experimental eigen frequencies. If we note J such an error function, then:



where N is a matrix defining a norm. N is such that:

Since the eigen vectors are compared at the measured degrees of freedom only,
there is no need to expand the experimental vectors to compute the error function J.
However, a pairing between the model eigen modes and the corresponding experimental
modes is required. Two criteria are currently used to perform the mode pairing: the
differences between the model and the experimental eigenfrequencies and the MAC
(ref. 4).

Coefficients <xn, $n and y are weighting coefficients whose value is related to the
confidence given to the corresponding experimental data. For the sake of simplicity we
shall suppose from now on that these coefficients are equal to unity.

3.2. Minimisation

Several procedures are available to minimise the error function J. It is possible, for
instance, to linearise the problem by assuming that the experimental eigenvectors and eigen
frequencies can be derived from a first order Taylor expansion of the model eigen
frequencies and eigen vectors (ref. 5). We preferred to use a conjugate gradient method
because we found this method to be more robust than the previous one when the difference
between the initial model and the structure is large. In this case too, several approaches are
available to compute the error function gradient: one can project the model eigenvectors
derivatives into a modal basis (ref. 5) or realise an exact but more computer expensive
calculation. We chose this last option by using an adjoint state method (a method classically
used to solve optimal control problems (ref. 10)).

3.2.1. Gradient calculation: adjoint state method

Let's define:

J = c c [<)> —(j> I N I* —<b ] + B R e | X v — X , , | + y ImfA. — X ^ , ] (6)
n n { xn

 Tan) {Txn
 Tan) r

n [ { xn an)\ '„ \_ [ xn an)j

By differentiating (6), one obtains

5J = — 2 a Re["fo — <b T N &]) I • • •n n \\ xn
 Tan) Tan}

— 2(3 Refx —X iRefsX ]— 2v Imfx —X ] ImfsX ] (7)
*n I xn an) { an) '„ ^ xn an) \ an)

From (7) we define U and V as follows:

U = — 2 p Refx —X ]Ref8X 1— 2y Imfx —X ) ImfsXr/i I xn an) { an) '„ [ xn an) \ an

V = — 2 a Re[fo —6
n II xn c

u can easily be

an

calculated

< 6 B «

from

2%n

(2) and

%

(3):



The calculation of V is more tricky. By differentiating (1), we obtain:

S f i 2 M +V C +K 1A = - (x2 M + X C +K ISA (9)
y an a an a a) Tan \ an a an a a) Tan

At this stage, one could use the Nelson method (see ref. 1) to determine the exact value of
8A and then compute V. This method requires the solving of np*nm_x systems of

(ndof—1) equations at (ndof—1) unknowns. The adjoint state method enables us to
calculate V more rapidly by solving nm_x systems only. The adjoint state Z of the system

is defined by:

KJTz =<x N U — A I (10)
a) an n \Jxn ^anj

By left multplying (9) by Z*

Z * 8 f i 2 M +X C +K ]<j> = - Z * ( i 2 M +X C +K J8A (11)
an \ an a an a a) an an\, an a an a

then transposing (10) and left multiplying by 8A we get:

, {^n Un +K C^+KjSA =O f* —A TXM (12)

an{ an a an a a) Yan „ \Jxn
 ran) ^an

At this stage we just need to make the sum (12) + (11):

a (A —A T N S A ^ = — Z* Sfx2 M,, +X C^ + K ]A (13)

to obtain the expression of V with respect to the adjoint state vector:

V = 2 Ref Z * 8 ( i 2 M + V C + K ] A 1 (14)
Therefore, the calculation of the error function gradient requires only to calculate the
adjoint state Z for each eigen vector from the model.

3.2.2. Adjoint state vector calculation

We have to solve the system (10) which is singular. First, we have to make sure that (10)

admits a solution. This can be done by scaling the model eigen vectors. Let's call A the

n t n unsealed model eigen vector and A the corresponding, properly scaled, eigen vector.

The scaling factor \i is then defined as (j)fl = (J. 4>a • It can be easily shown that (10) can

only be satisfied if Afl and <j>a verify:

which sets the scaling factor to: u = —5? ~ (16)

Then, the system (10) can be solved by the Nelson method.



4. The error in constitutive law method
The Error in Constitutive Law method was initially developped by P. Ladeveze, M.

Reynier and D. Nedjar (ref. 2). Its scope was originally limited to conservative models only.
We present here an extension of this method to the updating of non conservative models.

4.1. Principle
Let's make temporarily the assumption that the errors in the model are concentrated in the
stiffness matrix only. Then, if we denote by AK, the difference between the experimental
structure stiffness matrix and the model stiffness matrix, the eigen value equation for the
real structure can be written as follows:

xn a xn a ) Txn y a ) xn

We introduce a vector <j>w such as (Kfl + AK )§x = Kfl <j>n. The vector <j>n allows us to

satisfy the equilibrium relation (17) without modifying the stiffness matrix of the model.
Equation (17) can then be rewritten as:

The difference between <|> and $ is characteristic from the discrepancy existing between
Xn n

the real structure and the model. Such a difference can be expressed by an error function:

that we shall call Error in Constitutive Law for the n t n mode. This error criterion will be
used to update the model.

To evaluate the function ELC one has to solve one remaining problem: <b is an

experimental vector and is therefore known at a limited number of measured components.
(18) is then rewritten as

where <t> acts as an expansion of the experimental vector <() to the model size.

Two conditions are imposed on the unknown vector <|> :

— <b must be close to 6
n xn

— d> is such that the function ELC is smallTn n

These conditions can be simultaneously verified by modifying the Error function ELC .
Let's call J^the modified error function.

Jn (*„> = (•„ ~ *„)• \ [K ~
where K is the Guyan reduced stiffness matrix (ref. 3) and y is a weighting factor. The

A

wanted vector p^ is the vector which minimises the equation (21).n

The minimisation of the function J enables us to calculate a couple of vectors ( 0 , 0 ) for
each available experimental eigenfrequency. If we want now to perform the updating of the
model (i.e. the modification of the stiffness, mass and damping matrices) we can build from



J a general criterion to be minimised. Let's call J such a criterion. Then the general
updating problem can be expressed as:

X2 M •xn a

Jn = m i n ^

'-2'-

- *«rK« (*„-•„)•

find min J(Mfl, Cfl, Kfl)

(22)

4.2 Updating procedure — Numerical aspects
Once presented the theoretical principles of the updating method, we would like to

mention some important numerical aspects. To minimise the error function J, we used a
conjugate gradient algorithm, similarly to D. Nedjar (ref. 2). The calculation of the error
function J at each step of the minimisation process induces a considerable numerical cost
since we have to solve nm_x systems at ndof unknowns. In order to ensure a reasonable
calculation time, a Ritz reduction of the mass, stiffness and damping matrices was

performed. This implies to assume that the vectors <j>n and <j>n can be correctly represented
in a truncated base. We shall note O the matrix contituted from these base vectors.
Therefore:

and

Some considerations on energies lead to the following reduced matrices:

K =<[> K <I> M =O M 4>
r a r a

and so, the optimisation problem can be rewritten as:

(23)

(24)

J - minfcc B t
n

n

kK fo'-p 1 + yfnOa - 0 ]* K

find min JQA^ Cf, Kp

n xn) (25)

It is then much less expensive to compute the error function gradient under the
constraint that the a vectors are such that the functions J are minimum. However, we stilln n
have to define the set of vectors constituting the matrix O. It is known that when a vector is a
solution from a complex eigen value problem, its conjugate vector is a solution as well.
Some numerical tests seem to show that the set of eigen vectors associated to the positive
imaginary part eigen frequencies constitutes a basis. Nethertheless we have absolutely no
mathematical proof of this conjecture. Moreover the columns of the matrix O have to be
linearly independent otherwise K becomes singular. The most reasonable way to operate in
the actual state of knowledge consists in building the matrix <J> by extracting with a singular
value decomposition scheme orthogonal vectors from a set of nm_a eigen vectors and their
conjugate corresponding to the positive imaginary part eigen values.
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5. Updating of the model

5.1. Description of the structure and the model
The experimental structure is a stainless steel pipe mounted on two suspension

modules each one constituted of 4 rubber viscous springs elements. The model of the
structure is represented on figure 1 and 2. The letter K denote a spring element whereas the
letter C denote a dash-pot element. The elements Krs and Crs are supplementary elements
that allow the model to reach the good orientation of the mode shape (see § 5.3).

First suspension
module

A.'

Second
suspension module Y

Figure 1. Experimental structure definition

Pipe characteristics

outside diameter: 168,3 mm
thickness: 2 mm
length: 1 m

material: stainless steel

Suspension characteristics

type: TRAXIFLEX 535622
longitudinal stiffness = 4900 N/m
radial stiffness = 3,45.105 N/m
tangent stiffness = 4900 N/m
longitudinal damping = 4 Ns/m
radial damping = 400 Ns/m
tangent damping « 4 Ns/m

Model characteristics

576 shell elements
28 spring elements
28 dash-pot elements

KM, KI2
CI1,C!2

K13. KM
CI3.CI4

Figure 2. Description of a suspension module
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5.2. Modal data identification

20 accelerometers were located on a pipe excited by two shakers driven by in
phase or out of phase sinusoidal forces at constant displacement level. Once measured the
swept sine Frequency Response Functions, we used the LMS software (MDOF time domain
modal analysis module) to identify the first six modes. From 0 Hz to 130 Hz we found 6
modes corresponding essentially to rigid body displacements of the pipe. The first 2 modes
(i.e axial translation mode and axial rotation mode) were easy to identify. On the other
hand, modes 3 to 6 were found to be more or less coupled to higher order shell mode. This
coupling came from the non linear response of the viscous-spring rubber suspension
elements. As a consequence, modes 3 to 6 were much more difficult to identify properly.

5.3. Updating strategy

As we mention below, the experimental modes 3 and 4 can be described as
translation modes in directions orthogonal to the pipe axis. These two modes move along
two axes which are roughly orthogonal. Mode 3 axis of translation makes a 30 degrees
angle with the z axis. We initially thought that 4 radial springs elements were sufficient to
describe the radial action of each suspension module. However we found that such a model
was not able to generate transversal translation modes with an arbitrary direction of
translation. The reason was that with such a model, the stiffness matrix principles axes, were
limited to be parallel to the radial spring element axis. To take into account the different
orientations observed with experimental modes we had to introduce radial springs and dash-
pots Krsl Krs2, Crsl and Crs2. The updating was then operated on 16 parameters:

parameter 1: elements Krl and Kr3 for the first suspension module
parameter 2: elements Kr2 and Kr4 for the first suspension module
parameter 3: elements Krsl and Krs2 for the first suspension module
parameters 4 to 6: identical to the precedent but for the second suspension module
parameter 7: axial tangent stiffness element
parameter 8: in plane tangent stiffness element
parameters 9 to 16: identical to parameter 1 to 8 but for the dash-pots elements.

From the two methods tested here, the error in constitutive law method is the fastest
but has the drawback to be difficult to focus to a specific goal, such as, for instance, the
reduction of the difference between the structure and the model eigen frequencies and
modal damping factors. It leads generally to a rapid but rought updating of the model
parameters. The adjoint state method, on the contrary, is easier to control, by the way of the
coefficients an et Pn from equation (4) and it is generally possible to obtain from this
method a finer adjustement of the model parameters. A good strategy was first to start with
the error in constitutive relation method (with y = 1 in equation (25)) in order to close
quickly the gap betwen the model and the structure and second to use the adjoint state
method which updates the model more precisely.

5.4. Updating results

The tables below compare the model modal data to experimental data after and before the
updating process. The MAC criterion is used as a correlation factor between mode shapes,
its definition is as follows:

given (j)̂ . the im experimental eigen vector and 6 the j 1 * 1 model eigen vector. The MAC
(Modal Assurance Criterion) between these two vectors is given by (ref. 4):

, » ^ (26)
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we defined the damping for the ntn mode by: d =
Re(Xn)

Im(XB)

Mode

1
2
3
4
5
6

Experimental
Freq.
10,18
13,22
66,80
79,01
92,05
109,36

Damping
0,0137
0,0273
0,0374
0,0332
0,0550
0,0538

Model
Freq.
10,18
13,48
64,51
68,90
96,09
100,2

Damping
0,0383
0,0501
0,0543
0,2350
0,0739
0,3334

MAC

0,99
0,95
0,83
0,61
0,80
0,53

Table 1. Modes characteristics before updating

Mode

1
2
3
4
5
6

Experimental
Freq.
10,18
13,22
66,80
79,01
92,05
109,36

Damping
0,0137
0,0273
0,0374
0,0332
0,0550
0,0538

Model
Freq.
10,18
13,45
64,35
72,94
95,61
110,65

Damping
0,0373
0,0482
0,0419
0,0638
0,0620
0,0834

MAC

0,99
0,95
0,83
0,74
0,89
0,86

Table 2. Modes characteristics after an updating with the error in constitutive law method

Mode

1
2
3
4
5
6

Experimental
Freq.
10,18
13,22
66,80
79,01
92,05
109,36

Damping
0,0137
0,0273
0,0374
0,0332
0,0550
0,0538

Model
Freq.
10,18
13,21
65,16
72,29
96,49
111,3

Damping
0,0140
0,0264
0,0383
0,0375
0,0582
0,0486

MAC

0,99
0,95
0,83
0,79
0,92
0,88

Table 3. Mode characteristics after an updating with the adjoint state method

Spring
parameters

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Updating
coefficients

1,059
0,975
1,150
1,090
1,098
1,054
0,960
0,998

Dash-pot
parameters

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Updating
coefficients

0,901
1,037
0,009
1,070
0,660
0,054
0,517
0,365

Table 4. Updating coefficients values

From tables 1, 2 and 3 we can see that the adjoint state method enables us to
improve the results previously obtained with the error in constitutive relation method,
specially for the damping and the frequencies. Agreement is good for modes 1, 2, 5 and 6
whereas it is hardly acceptable for modes 3 and 4 but we already mentioned that these last
two experimental modes were badly identified and therefore the model is not able to
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reproduce such erroneous data. From table 4 we can see that the updating coefficients are
realistic: the modifications are large only for the dash-pots which are badly known.

6. Conclusions
The feasibility of modal data methods to update non conservative models was

demonstrated throught experimental tests. However we had to overcome two major
problems. First the identification of experimental modes from Frequency Response
Functions was most delicate due to the non linear dynamic behaviour of the suspension
rubber elements. Second the suspension had to be remodelled. With the initial scheme it was
impossible to obtain from the model arbitrarily oriented modes. Once these problems have
been solved, the updating strategy, consisting in applying first the error in constitutive law
method and then the adjoint state method leads to satisfactory results.
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